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Abstract In this article, I argue that distinguishing ‘evolutionary’ from ‘Darwinian’

medicine will help us assess the variety of roles that evolutionary explanations can

play in a number of medical contexts. Because the boundaries of evolutionary and

Darwinian medicine overlap to some extent, however, they are best described as

distinct ‘research traditions’ rather than as competing paradigms. But while evolu-

tionary medicine does not stand out as a new scientific field of its own, Darwinian

medicine is united by a number of distinctive theoretical and methodological claims.

For example, evolutionary medicine and Darwinian medicine can be distinguished

with respect to the styles of evolutionary explanations they employ. While the former

primarily involves ‘forward looking’ explanations, the latter depends mostly on

‘backward looking’ explanations. A forward looking explanation tries to predict the

effects of ongoing evolutionary processes on human health and disease in contem-

porary environments (e.g., hospitals). In contrast, a backward looking explanation

typically applies evolutionary principles from the vantage point of humans’ distant

biological past in order to assess present states of health and disease. Both approaches,

however, are concerned with the prevention and control of human diseases. In con-

clusion, I raise some concerns about the claim that ‘nothing in medicine makes sense

except in the light of evolution’.
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Introduction

While the progressive growth of mechanistic explanations of disease can be regarded

as ‘one of the most salient features of the development of medicine over the past

three centuries’ [1, p. 53; 2], we have recently witnessed rapid developments in

evolutionary explanations of disease [3–8]. This current trend is reflected in a number

of international conferences that aim to assess the medical consequences of the

evolutionary past of human beings and to negotiate a space for the teaching of

evolution in medical schools (see Nesse et al. [9]). Sometimes these evolutionary

perspectives go under the heading of ‘Darwinian medicine’, but occasionally, the

term ‘evolutionary medicine’ is used instead. This is done on the grounds that the

term Darwinian medicine narrows the concept of evolution to the processes of

natural selection and adaptation while evolutionary medicine is more general and

acknowledges other important aspects of the theory of evolution such as symbiosis,

the role of epigenetic processes, and so on [10, 11]. However, the nomenclature

is not firmly established, and often, the expressions are used interchangeably

[12, p. 347].

As one of my goals for this article, I defend a methodological distinction between

two evolutionary approaches that I have sketched elsewhere [13]. I think that the

terms Darwinian medicine and evolutionary medicine are useful for expressing the

contrast between the two orientations. I follow Stephen Lewis [11] in drawing this

distinction, but in contrast with Lewis, what I propose is informed by David Buller’s

distinction between Evolutionary Psychology as specific to the work of John Tooby

and Leda Cosmides and evolutionary psychology broadly construed [14, p. 256].

Buller’s distinction is important because it permits the distinctiveness of the former

to be characterized and contrasted with other kinds of biological explanations of

human behaviour, which involve evolutionary biology, such as evolutionary

anthropology or human behavioural ecology. Similarly, I want to argue that

distinguishing evolutionary from Darwinian medicine will help us assess the variety

of roles that evolutionary explanations can play in a number of medical contexts.

Because the boundaries of evolutionary and Darwinian medicine overlap to some

extent, however, they are best described as distinct ‘research traditions’ rather than

as competing paradigms.

In this article, I focus especially on two styles of evolutionary explanations of

disease in order to render more precisely the distinction between these two research

traditions. I begin by drawing a contrast between evolutionary and Darwinian

medicine. Then I give a more fine-grained critical description of the field of

Darwinian medicine. Finally, I show that evolutionary and Darwinian medicine can

also be distinguished with respect to the styles of evolutionary explanations they

employ. Whereas the former primarily involves ‘forward looking’ explanations, the

latter depends mostly on ‘backward looking’ explanations. A forward looking

explanation tries to predict the effects of ongoing evolutionary processes on human

health and disease in contemporary environments (e.g., hospitals). In contrast, a

backward looking explanation typically applies evolutionary principles from the

vantage point of the evolutionary past of humans (here, the Pleistocene epoch) in

order to assess present states of health and disease among populations. The contrast
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between these two explanatory styles can also be captured by the distinction

between a theoretically and a practically oriented approach; whereas evolutionary

medicine seeks to devise practical solutions to medical problems based on specific

applications of evolutionary biology’s toolbox, Darwinian medicine, in contrast,

stresses the need to compare past and present populations from an evolutionary

point of view in order to gain insights into why we in the present get sick. Both

approaches, however, are ultimately concerned with the prevention and control of

human diseases. To illustrate how forward looking explanations can work, I will

develop the example of the evolution of antibiotic resistance.

Two research traditions

Evolutionary medicine

Evolutionary medicine focuses on the large and increasing number of illnesses

that evolutionary biology’s conceptual and methodological resources can shed

some light on. Typical examples include genetic and infectious diseases, antibiotic

resistance, the evolution of virulence, etc. In that sense, evolutionary medicine has a

long tradition that predates the birth of Darwinian medicine by many decades.

Indeed, although Charles Darwin himself said little about medicine per se, evolution

oriented accounts of infectious diseases, for instance, were progressively advanced

by medical doctors and epidemiologists a few decades after the publication of On
the Origin of Species [15]. Historians have dubbed the period spanning 1880 and the

Second World War ‘medical Darwinism’. It was a period in which a substantial

body of literature in the evolution of diseases was published, especially in the U.K.

and the U.S., but this production was not the result of a unifying discipline [12].

Louis Pasteur’s laboratory experiments on variable virulence in bacterial strains

could also be regarded as an early example of evolutionary medicine, where

evolutionary biology provided new ways of intervening on disease, for instance, by

controlling the level of virulence in the production of standardized vaccines [16].

As I see it, evolutionary medicine does not stand out as a new scientific field of

its own, however. To put it differently, evolutionary medicine is not a theoretically

unified scientific domain but, rather, a collection of different research agendas.

Scientists doing evolutionary medicine draw on different fields such as population

genetics, microbiology, bacterial genetics, ecology, immunology, and, of course,

evolutionary biology to understand and regulate medical problems. Accordingly,

evolutionary ecologists and epidemiologists interested in the dynamics and ecology

of infectious diseases, emergent diseases (e.g., HIV-AIDS, H1-N1 flu, Ebola virus,

etc.), and host-pathogen coevolution are engaged in evolutionary medicine,

sometimes without knowing it. It would therefore be a mistake to think that

evolutionary medicine has a strong internal cohesion in terms of epistemology and

methodology. Applying Buller’s description of evolutionary psychology, evolu-

tionary medicine is not a synthesis but, rather, ‘a loose confederation of research

programs that differ significantly in theoretical and methodological claims’

[14, p. 255].
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What is central, though, is that in this broader sense, evolutionary theory is

employed to provide an additional axis of research to medical researchers, health

care practitioners, clinicians, policy makers, and others. What unites evolutionary

medicine is mainly the attempt to articulate questions about health and disease with

concepts and methods drawn from evolutionary biology in order to devise practical

solutions to pressing medical problems. Evolutionary biology provides medicine

with an additional level of explanation for disease that can lead to new technological

applications, not a broad theoretical worldview as to why we get sick. In applying

evolutionary principles in contemporary environments, for example, in hospital

wards, intensive care units, and so on, evolutionary medicine seeks to address ‘real

time’ evolutionary issues of medical significance such as the prediction and control

of the evolution of infectious diseases or the evolution of resistant bacterial strains.

In that sense, evolutionary medicine is characterized by what I call a ‘forward

looking’ mode of evolutionary explanation.

Darwinian medicine

There is a more unified tradition of evolutionary studies of medicine called

‘Darwinian medicine’, however. As mentioned above, this tradition is recent and

began with the work of psychiatrist Randolph Nesse and evolutionary biologist

George C. Williams in the early 1990s. It is now pursued by Stephen C. Stearns,

Stanley. B. Eaton and others. Although this tradition is more recent, it also has

historical roots and predecessors in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth

century biology. Whereas the forerunners of Darwinian medicine were largely

unsuccessful in promoting evolution-based medicine among larger audiences, Nesse

and Williams’s Evolution and Healing: The New Science of Darwinian Medicine
[4] rapidly gained worldwide recognition. Given that such work drew on the work

of Harvard evolutionary biologist Edward O. Wilson, who attempted to apply

evolutionary principles to human behaviour, it is unsurprising that questions about

human evolution, behaviour, and psychology were often intertwined in Darwinian

medicine.

In contrast with evolutionary medicine, Darwinian medicine is united by a

number of distinctive theoretical and methodological claims that can be summarized

as follow:

1. Adaptationism (methodological) is a good heuristic principle in medicine;

2. Functional and evolutionary explanations must be systematically articulated in

order to understand vulnerability to disease;

3. Evolution provides medicine with an organizing theoretical framework, and the

potential domain for the application of evolutionary principles is unbounded;

4. Evolutionary principles are applied from the vantage point of the Pleistocene

epoch (backward looking explanations);

5. Humans are generally maladapted to the modern environment (the mismatch

hypothesis).

In what follows, I will consider the first three claims one-by-one and then the fourth

and fifth claims jointly.
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The adaptationist program of Darwinian medicine

Following the evolutionary biologist Stephen J. Gould and population geneticist

Richard C. Lewontin [17], Williams and Nesse have described Darwinian medicine as

being an ‘adaptationist programme’ [3, p. 3]. Darwinian medicine’s adaptationism is

primarily methodological. A methodological adaptationist assumes that ‘looking first

for adaptation is a useful research strategy’ [18, p. 156]. In other words, it is ‘a

suggestion about how… best to organize investigation’ [19, p. 338]. Williams and

Nesse seem to satisfy the condition for being methodologically adaptationist by

making the following recommendation: ‘When confronted with a biological

phenomenon, try to envisage it as an aspect of an adaptation’ [3, p. 3]. Applying this

research strategy to medicine, they argue that ‘the adaptationist program predicts

otherwise unsuspected adaptive processes’ to be medically significant [3, p. 3; 4, p. 21].

In effect, methodological adaptationism leads to the reconsideration of the nature

of a number of pathological reactions. One of Darwinian medicine’s central claims is

that ‘many manifestations of illness are not defects in the body’s mechanisms, but

sophisticated adaptations’ [20, p. 353]. This adaptationist stance is intended to

provide a new way of looking at symptoms of bodily disease (e.g., pain, fever, iron

deficiency, etc.) or mental disorder (e.g., panic attack, depression, etc.). Instead of

thinking about these conditions in terms of symptoms of a disease, adherents of an

adaptationist perspective stress instead their selective advantage [21]. All this

suggests a practical role for adaptationist thinking in clinical medicine [4, p. 245–48].

In effect, Williams and Nesse have argued that ‘clinical practice will also benefit from

an evolutionary perspective’ in the sense that evolutionary theory has ‘immediate

practical utility when considering what to do about a low iron level in a person with a

chronic infection, whether to suppress cough in a person with pneumonia, or when to

adopt new technology’ [3, p. 17]. For Williams and Nesse, ‘the adaptationist’ doctor is

thus better equipped to understand why diseases occur (ibid.).

Treatment of disease, however, is unlikely to rest on evolutionary considerations

alone [22], as Darwinian medicine’s advocates themselves now recognize [23]. For

instance, deciding whether or not to block fever will depend on a constellation of factors

which are only very loosely related to the fact that fever is an evolved mechanism.

In choosing to suppress fever, the nature of the disease and the patient’s sex and age—in

addition to his general state of health and other conditions—are arguably of greater

relevance than evolutionary knowledge. In cancer, for instance, fever is commonly

associated with a high mortality rate [24]. Although the benefits of applying

adaptationist thinking to clinical medicine will require some more empirical work,

Williams and Nesse rightly point out that it can lead physicians to better ‘appreciate

compromises that are responsible for much disease’ [3, p. 17]. Overall, Darwinian

medicine rarely offers practical guidelines; its aim is to guide research instead [23, p. 31].

Functional and evolutionary explanations of disease vulnerability

The goal of Darwinian medicine is to gain a better understanding of why members

of our species get sick and to do so from an evolutionary standpoint [4]. In other
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words, Nesse and Williams wonder why the body is not better designed; why has

natural selection left us vulnerable to disease? Using Ernst Mayr’s terminology [25],

they argue that functional (or proximate) biology does not suffice to explain disease,

and so they urge that ‘each disease needs a proximate explanation of why some

people get it and others don’t, as well as an evolutionary explanation of why

members of the species are vulnerable to it’ [26, p. 93]. The case of sickle-cell

anaemia is one of the clearest examples that bridge the gap between evolutionary

and functional (or proximate) explanatory schemes. This emphasis on disease

vulnerability is one of the most salient aspects of this research tradition. The idea is

that ‘natural selection shapes structures and functions that, being imperfect, are

vulnerable to disease’ [12, p. 348].

Nesse and Stearns have distinguished six main reasons for disease vulnerability

[23], each one couched in terms of what natural selection can and cannot achieve.

First and foremost, natural selection cannot (1) overcome the mismatch between

genes inherited from the Pleistocene and modern environments because the

response to selection is too slow. The speed at which selection operates also

explains why (2) pathogens continually find ways to circumvent our evolved

defences. A number of (3) structural constraints and (4) historical trade-offs limit

what natural selection can do to decrease disease vulnerability. Finally, the authors

argue that natural selection (5) maximizes fitness, not health, and (6) that a number

of defences like pain and fever ‘are useful despite causing suffering and

complications’ [23, p. 38]. In brief, disease is not something that can be completely

avoided and pathological situations are sometimes the inevitable downside of

evolutionary adaptations.

The emphasis on the principle of natural selection to explain disease is perhaps

overstated, however. Clearly, in most cases, natural selection will not be the causal

factor that doctors will pick up on to explain the occurrence of pathologies among

individual patients (but perhaps so at the population level). Counterfactually,

though, a charitable interpretation of Darwinian medicine could grant that had the

evolution of our species (including our commensal microbes) been different, we

may have been less prone to some diseases but perhaps also would have been much

more susceptible to others. In that sense, evolutionary biology does account, if only

on very general grounds, for why members of our species are vulnerable to disease.

Applying evolutionary principles in medicine: An unbounded perspective

Another noticeable aspect of Darwinian medicine is that from its perspective,

evolutionary biology is relevant virtually to every medically related discipline.

In effect, for Nesse and Williams, ‘there is no branch of medicine that cannot benefit

substantially from an evolutionary approach in its research and, sometimes, its

current clinical practice’ [27, p. 664]. In particular, ‘evolution provides an otherwise

missing paradigm for understanding why our bodies are vulnerable to disease’ [23,

p. 31], in addition to a ‘natural framework’ that ‘can link diverse aspects of

medicine’ [3, p. 18]. Paraphrasing population geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky

[28], Nesse and Williams have claimed that ‘nothing in medicine makes sense
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except in the light of evolution’ [4, p. 249]. I will return to this formulation in the

conclusion. The book edited by Trevathan et al. [6] exemplifies the scope of

Darwinian medicine’s research tradition (despite being titled Evolutionary Medicine
and Health). Indeed, the introductory chapter announces that an evolutionary

perspective is crucial to understanding a number of issues in medicine, such as

infectious diseases (including, in this regard, vaccines, viruses, antibiotic resistance,

and host-pathogen coevolution), psychological disorders (including depression,

anxiety, and mood disorders), nutrition (diets), reproduction (including pregnancy,

childbirth, infancy, and childhood), chronic diseases (including cardiovascular

diseases), etc. In other words, evolutionary principles are used to investigate

whether various biological, behavioural, sexual, and psychological aspects of

human life are normal or pathological. From a Darwinian medicine perspective,

there are no limits on the extent to which evolutionary explanations can be

employed in medicine.

However, it is sometimes unclear in what sense evolutionary principles are

explanatory and/or useful. In his Evolution in Health and Disease, Stearns asserts

that ‘Human sexual behaviour, reproduction, and the assurance of parenthood are

affected by evolutionary forces, often with consequences for the welfare of sons

versus daughters. Some of the reasons for the neglect and abuse of children are

evolutionary’ [5, p. 6]. No one would deny that the abuse of children is a very

important and preoccupying social problem with potentially profound consequences

for those children’s behaviours and psychologies. But it is not clear that child abuse

is a medical problem in the same sense that heart disease is. In fact, Stearn’s

example illustrates that in Darwinian medicine, social, familial, and psychological

problems are insufficiently distinguished from genuinely medical ones. Moreover, it

illustrates how the methodology of Darwinian medicine is related to that of

Evolutionary Psychology.

The mismatch hypothesis and backward looking explanations

Unsurprisingly, for Darwinian medicine’s theoreticians, the way in which human

beings have evolved is of central concern. This facet is reflected in their support of

the mismatch hypothesis.1 It is significant that some have argued that the most

‘crucial argument’ in Darwinian medicine is that there is a ‘mismatch’ between our

genes, inherited from the Pleistocene era, and ‘present environmental conditions’

[10, p. 134] that causes a number of diseases [29; 30, p. 45]. Categories of mismatch

range from nutrition to reproductive behaviour [6]. In their first coauthored paper,

Williams and Nesse [3] made a distinction between the environment of evolutionary

adaptedness (EEA) (see Bowlby [31]), usually thought of as corresponding to the

Pleistocene epoch (1.8 million to 10,000 years ago), to which humans are allegedly

‘optimally’ adapted, and the modern environment, which is ‘abnormal’, even

1 It should be noted that Gluckman et al. [8] are using a different concept of ‘mismatch’ that brings in

epigenetic and other developmental processes. Whereas Gluckman’s concept of mismatch concerns

individuals who can be mismatched to their environment to various extents, Nesse’s concept bears on

Homo sapiens. It is the latter concept that is being discussed in this section.
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‘unnatural’, and plagued with the ‘diseases of civilization’, such as diabetes,

obesity, cancer, drug addiction, and so on [3].

The historian of medicine Charles E. Rosenberg once remarked that early

Darwinian explanations of pathologies in the late nineteenth century conceptualized

disease from the perspective of ‘humankind’s distant biological past’ and attempted

to derive ‘normative lessons about disease prevention and pathogenesis’ based on

‘speculative models of prehistoric biological and social development’ [32, p. 338].

These remarks can be applied to Darwinian medicine as well. In effect, very much

in the manner of Evolutionary Psychologists, Darwinian medicine’s theoreticians

argue that humans are generally ‘maladapted’ to modern environments and are, in

contrast, well adapted to life in Pleistocene-like environments. Indeed, for Williams

and Nesse, ‘human biology is designed for Stone Age conditions’ [3, p. 1]. The

argument is usually that human biology was ‘optimally’ designed by natural

selection to meet a number of challenges under environmental conditions that no

longer exist. Moreover, both Darwinian medicine’s theoreticians and Evolutionary

Psychologists appeal to the EEA concept to contrast variations in health and disease

between past and present societies. On this view, the time lag between the

evolutionary past of human beings and modern society significantly shapes current

states of health and disease among human populations. For example, they argue that

‘the current epidemics of arteriosclerosis, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, obesity,

alcoholism, drug addiction and eating disorders result from the mismatch between

our bodies and the environment in which we live now’ [18, p. 45].

The mismatch hypothesis affects how health is understood, how it should be

measured, and how such studies should be conducted. Firstly, for Darwinian

medicine, the Pleistocene is the gold standard—the environment relative to which

health and disease states are to be evaluated. In other words, the Pleistocene epoch

operates as a benchmark in understanding common diseases in modern societies.

As some have argued, ‘the most rewarding research [for understanding health

differences] involves contrasts between present and previous humans’ [29, p. 115].

This is typical of backward looking explanations in the sense that evolutionary

principles are applied from the vantage point of the Pleistocene epoch. Secondly,

because the paleontological and anthropological records of preagricultural societies

are incomplete, contemporary hunter-gatherer populations are used as proxies for

understanding the human evolutionary past. ‘When looking for risk factors for

common disease’, Nesse and Stearns contend, ‘the first question is whether the

condition is equally common in hunter-gatherer populations’ [23, p. 39]. Again,

Eaton et al. [29, p. 113]. have argued that ‘in order to provide an evolutionary

foundation for preventive recommendations [in medicine], the most pressing

research need is to identify, contact, interview and examine remaining hunter-

gatherers and other traditional people throughout the world’.

Although Williams and Nesse do not ‘advocate a return to any earlier way of life’

[3, p. 14], it is clear that the proponents of Darwinian medicine account for health

and disease variations on the basis of whether individuals comply with regimens,

life styles, etc. that prevailed in the social environments of the Stone Age. Cancer

research specialist Mel Greaves, for instance, stresses that ‘the mismatch that

increases the risk of breast (and ovarian) cancer falls on women in modern or
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affluent societies who do not conform to hunter-gatherer lifestyles with respect to

reproductive patterns, including breast-feeding’ [33, p. 283]. This has normative

implications and suggests that a number of diseases result from changes in social

and physical environmental conditions broadly construed. One of the challenges this

backward looking style of explanation faces, though, is to give empirical content to

the EEA concept on which the mismatch argument rests.

There are, however, a number of well-known worries associated with the EEA

concept. Firstly, it ‘discards human evolution’ before and after somewhat arbitrary

cutoff points [34, p. 101], even though human evolution almost certainly began long

before and continued on after the Pleistocene era [35]. From an evolutionary point

of view, other transitions, such as to agricultural modes of life, probably played a

more crucial role in shaping human health and disease [34]. Interestingly, the

evolution of adult tolerance for lactose and resistance to malaria (the latter among

heterozygous individuals) are linked to the spread of agriculture and evolved after
the end of the EEA, that is, during the last 10,000 years [ibid.]. More importantly,

the Pleistocene argument provides a generally inadequate picture of what it means

to say that organisms are ‘adapted’ to their environment. In effect, to say that a trait

is ‘adapted’ to a particular environment ‘is simply shorthand to say that the trait was

selected over alternative traits in that environment’ [36, p. 435; emphasis in

original]. Thus, saying that the EEA is the normal and natural environment of the

human species by no means entails that the phenotypes and genotypes of Homo
sapiens were ‘designed’ for or ‘optimally’ adjusted to their Stone Age surroundings.

All it can possibly mean is that some variants of particular traits scored higher in

terms of fitness than others did in that particular environment. But just as some traits

that evolved during the Pleistocene era are now maladaptive, others may be even

better adapted today, as amply demonstrated by the reproductive success of the

human species.

Finally, to suggest that hunter-gatherer populations were ‘optimally’ adapted to

their environment gives the incorrect impression that the Stone Age was a sort of

golden age. Anthropologists sometimes (unintentionally) reinforce this perception.

For instance, Kiple writes that ‘early humans were blessed with nutritional plenty

and a life relatively untroubled by disease’ and that ‘hunter-gatherers were relatively

disease-free’ [37, pp. 11–24]. While Darwinian medicine’s advocates do not hesitate

to describe the EEA in empirical terms, they acknowledge at the same time that they

‘rarely have enough information about past environments and past lifestyles to make

a strong assertion about the environment of evolutionary adaptedness’. Yet, they

maintain that ‘such hypotheses are interesting and worth further exploration’ [38,

p. 427]. In light of the conceptual and empirical problems raised by the concept of

the EEA one has to be careful perhaps in deriving medical recommendations such as

‘Stone Age diets’, etc., on the basis of the mismatch hypothesis alone [29].

A forward looking view: Predicting evolution?

We have seen that a backward mode of disease explanation is a central and

somewhat problematic aspect of Darwinian medicine. But whether humans have
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evolved their physiological features during a particular era is largely irrelevant for a

physician in his day-to-day practice. Proximate medicine, so to speak, is usually

sufficient for treating disease. Yet, it may be that to successfully treat and/or prevent

disease, health professionals will sometimes need to understand ongoing evolu-

tionary processes. In this section, I introduce another way of thinking about the role

of evolution in medicine by drawing on the notion Paul Griffiths called a ‘forward

looking’ explanation. This approach is underpinned by the idea that what matters

for the promotion of health and reduction of disease is not only that organisms

are ‘things that have evolved’—the evolutionary history of which we should

reconstruct—but also that they are ‘things that are evolving’ [39, p. 14].

Unsurprisingly, forward looking explanations are mostly used in the context of

the interactions of humans and microorganisms (viruses, bacteria, and so on) that

can potentially induce health problems. By focusing on the different and much

smaller reproductive timescale of these entities we can see evolution at work.

Consider the recent studies on antibiotic resistance and one of its consequences,

the spread of nosocomial (i.e., hospital-acquired) diseases. Because the generation

time is much shorter for bacteria than for humans, however, pathogens eventually

find ways to circumvent our immunological defences. The evolutionary aspect of

antibiotic resistance in bacteria has long been recognized by microbiologists and

remains one of the best examples of evolution in ‘real time’. However, the selection

of resistance genes in bacterial populations continues to be largely under-

appreciated by physicians, as a recent study demonstrates [40]. While antibiotic

resistance largely remains unacknowledged as a formal ‘clinical problem’, it

nonetheless has begun to be recognized as a ‘long-term evolutionary issue’, notably

in intensive care units where it is most problematic [41, p. 597].

Resistance to drugs means that the efficacy of antibiotic treatments against

bacterial infections is decreasing and new treatments have to be developed in order

to fight the continually emerging resistant strains that make common diseases more

difficult and expensive to treat [42]. In effect, from the 1960s until today, bacteria

have been developing multiple resistances to a large number of antibiotic classes,

including macrolides, methicillin, vancomycyn, and more recently, linezolid [43].

The evolution of drug resistance has many causes, but three main mechanisms are

responsible for the augmentation of resistance: (1) the occurrence of mutations on

single nucleotides; (2) homologous (or intraspecies) recombination; and (3)

heterologous (or interspecies) recombination [44]. At the population level,

conditions conducive to the development of resistance include the utilization of

broad-spectrum antibiotics (i.e., targeting both gram-positive and gram-negative

bacteria), the over-the-counter availability of antibiotics (in many developing

countries), unnecessary prescriptions (e.g., for upper-respiratory infections that are

often of viral origin), and large-scale agricultural use [45]. The massive use of

antibiotics in hospitals, however, is now widely acknowledged as one of the main

factors in the evolution of resistance [46]. Indeed, the hospital environment creates a

formidable selective pressure, which favours the survival and the reproduction of

the most resistant bacteria and thereby diminishes the efficacy of the available

treatments. For example, the widespread use of b-lactam antibiotics in clinical

contexts has prompted the evolution of resistant strains. The response to this
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selective pressure has been the evolution of b-lactamase enzymes (encoded by the

TEM-1 gene) capable of degrading a large number of b-lactam antibiotics and

rendering them inactive [47].

One of the most direct consequences of this massive use of antibiotics, and

consequently the evolution of resistance, is the increasing number of nosocomial

diseases (e.g., blood infections, urinary and respiratory tract infections), which pose

a threat to patients, especially in intensive-care units (ICU) where they are

immunocompromised and acutely ill [48]. As many as 90,000 patients may die of

nosocomial infections each year in the US alone [44, p. 125].2 Indeed, the presence

of resistant bacterial strains that are well adapted to the hospital environment (e.g.,

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) stimulates the multiplication of this

particular type of infection. But frequently, nosocomial infections result from

commensal bacterial flora that become ‘pathogenic when they multiply in normally

sterile sites such as the lower respiratory tract or the blood’ [50, p. 1938]. Hand

washing, isolation, and the use of narrow-spectrum antibiotics are among the

earliest measures tailored to prevent the spread of infections in hospitals. Recently,

more sophisticated methods aimed at counteracting bacterial resistance, based on

evolutionary theory and natural selection, have been developed. These include in

vitro, or ‘directed evolution’, models [47] and ‘cycling’ and ‘mixing’ antibiotics

[42]. Whereas the former draw extensively on genetic tools and molecular biology,

the latter appeal largely to ecological theory to predict the evolution of resistance.

This illustrates the heterogeneity of methodologies and approaches in evolutionary

medicine. I outline each of them in turn.

In vitro evolution: Predicting resistance

In vitro evolution is about engineering resistant genes in order to ‘predict’ antibiotic

resistance. This technique was precisely developed ‘for the specific purpose of

predicting how resistance genes will evolve in nature’ [51, p. 1237]. TEM-1

resistant genes, in particular, have been extensively studied because they confer

resistance to b-lactam antibiotics such as penicillin, which are widely used in the

clinic to treat a large number of infections because of their nontoxicity. In vitro

evolution consists in evolving a gene (e.g., TEM-1) in a host (usually E. coli) by

inducing a number of mutations through a mutagenesis technique. Plasmids are used

to express the genes of interest, which are then classified into ‘libraries’ where they

are subjected to a number of different antibiotics to see whether resistance

mutations will be selected. The in vitro evolution method is based on the assumption

that evolution in the lab and evolution in nature are analogous processes. This

assumption rests on some evidence provided by Barlow and Hall [47, 51]. Their

basic idea was to see whether in vitro evolution would recover the same mutations

as those that occurred in nature. In the case of b-lactams, phylogenetic methods had

demonstrated that nine amino acid mutations arose multiple times in response to a

set of antibiotics known as extended spectrum cephalosporins [47, p. 829]. In their

2 There are a number of difficulties concerning how to measure the ways in which nosocomial diseases

affect mortality, morbidity, and costs that I shall put to one side; see Marshall and Marshall [49].
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experiment, Barlow and Hall recovered seven of the nine mutations that occurred in

nature. This is consistent with other work on protein evolution, which has shown

that mutational pathways are evolutionarily constrained [52]. Barlow and Hall

concluded that their work provides evidence to support the view that in vitro

evolution mimics in vivo evolution and that this result allows them to ‘begin making

predictions about the evolution of antibiotic resistance’ [47, p. 830].

Cycling and mixing antibiotics: Achieving heterogeneity in hospital wards

During the last two decades, a number of physicians and health care practitioners

have investigated the effects of applying different antibiotics in rotation in order to

limit the spread of resistant alleles, an approach that is grounded in evolutionary

thinking. The underlying assumption of this method is that varying antibiotics over

a determinate period of time ‘can minimize the emergence of resistance because

selection pressure for bacteria to develop resistance to a specific antibiotic would be

reduced as organisms become exposed to continually varying anti-microbials’ [53].

Cycling is thus one method of achieving heterogeneity in a given environment. The

use of specific antibiotics for a given period of time and then withdrawing and

reintroducing them at a later stage prevents bacteria from becoming adapted to their

environment. Although some studies have reported significant reductions in

resistance (see Kollef [42] for references), this approach is not without limitations.

Clinical microbiologists have pointed out that antibiotic cycling raises a number of

methodological issues related to the mechanisms of antibiotic resistance, the

dynamics of a particular ICU (e.g., transmission between patients and between

patients and medical staff), the composition of the antibiotics, etc., that need to be

carefully considered if antibiotic cycling is to be effective [41]. This is consistent

with recent mathematical modelling suggesting that due to the ecological dynamics

of the hospital setting, antibiotic resistance is unlikely to decrease with cycling [48].

In effect, while standardizing antibiotic administration over a period of time

increases ‘long term’ heterogeneity in the hospital, it does not increase ‘local’

heterogeneity at the patient level [44, p. 135]. These ecological models suggest,

however, that ‘mixing’ antibiotics (rather than cycling) holds promise. ‘Mixing’

roughly amounts to administering ‘all or most available antimicrobial classes’ [42,

p. 85] to different patients in order to create a more heterogeneous environment to

which bacteria cannot adapt as easily [44, p. 135]. In other words, mixing imposes

different selective pressures (at the ‘local’ level) on bacterial strains as compared to

cycling.

The example of antibiotic resistance shows how evolutionary biology can help us

gain a better understanding of a complex medical problem—drug resistance—which

is influenced by ‘ongoing’ evolutionary processes. It provides a basis on which to

examine proposed alternatives and to devise future solutions. Moreover, antibiotic

resistance explains better why in some cases medicine can hardly do without

‘forward looking’ evolutionary explanations; even a ‘medical creationist’ cannot

avoid the consequences of natural selection on resistant strains of bacteria that are

continually evolving.
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Discussion and conclusion

In this article, I have shown that Darwinian medicine and evolutionary medicine are

distinct research traditions, and I have explored several points of contrast between

them. First, Darwinian medicine generally applies evolutionary principles from the

vantage point of the Pleistocene epoch, while evolutionary medicine studies ‘real

time’ evolution occurring in contemporary environments such as hospital wards or

laboratory settings. Second, whereas Darwinian medicine systematically articulates

evolutionary and proximate causes to explain why humans are vulnerable to disease

and extends those principles to (social) issues such as child abuse, evolutionary

medicine uses the theory of evolution by natural selection to target specific medical

problems. Third, evolutionary biology provides a general paradigm to make sense of

disease for Darwinian medicine’s theoreticians, whilst from an evolutionary

medicine perspective, it offers an additional axis of research. Fourth, whereas

Darwinian medicine relies extensively on backward looking explanations, evolu-

tionary medicine depends mostly on forward looking explanations. Importantly, in

evolutionary medicine, health and disease are not assessed on the basis of a

comparison between different lifestyles or different environments, where one is

considered ‘natural’ and ‘normal’ and the other aberrant. Fifth, there is a sense in

which Darwinian medicine is committed to a particular vision of Homo sapiens.

This vision shapes the way in which questions about health and disease are

investigated and articulated within an evolutionary framework. For example,

Darwinian medicine considers humans to be generally maladapted to modern

environments but optimally adapted to live in Pleistocene-like environments.

Evolutionary medicine, in contrast, is agnostic as to whether humans are maladapted

to modern environments. In fact, as pointed out before, just as some traits that

evolved during the Pleistocene era are now maladaptive, others may be even better

adapted today. Finally, Darwinian medicine is a field of research unified by a set of

methodological and epistemological commitments whereas evolutionary medicine

is a collection of diverse research programmes working with heterogeneous models.

In spite of these differences, sometimes there is overlap between the two research

traditions in terms of the problems they wish to solve or investigate and in terms of

individual collaborations, as reflected in recent publications (see [9]). For instance,

antibiotic resistance is recognized by Darwinian medicine as a relevant problem to

be tackled from an evolutionary point of view. Also, researchers engaged in

evolutionary medicine may need to use a form of the backward looking mode

of explanation (e.g., to construct microbial phylogenies), although such a style of

explanation does not rest on a comparison between past and present human

populations. Overall, I would argue that we would gain much by looking at

Darwinian medicine and evolutionary medicine as different research traditions

situated on a continuum that are both attempting to shed light on medical issues by

drawing on Darwinian evolutionary theory.

To finish, let me turn to an aphorism that is often used rhetorically [4, p. 259; 8,

p. 257] but that, unfortunately, distorts the role of evolutionary biology in medicine.

Does nothing in medicine make sense outside the light of evolution? One could

imagine that Nesse, Williams, and others were simply making a play on
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Dobzhansky’s words. However, the way they characterize the relationship between

evolutionary biology, biological sciences, and medicine reveals the basic role they

think evolutionary biology has to perform in medicine. In effect, they assume that

‘evolutionary biology is, of course, the scientific foundation for all biology, and

biology is the foundation for all medicine’ [26, p. 86]. Things may not be so

straightforward, however. For instance, although biology and medicine have

become increasingly intertwined, medicine continues to be largely an art focused on

the individual while evolution looks primarily at the fate of populations.

Interestingly, the population approach needed to understand the evolution of

resistance illustrates the tension between the individual and population levels

because what is good for a patient (i.e., receiving antibiotic treatment) does not line

up with what is good for the population (i.e., increase in overall resistance). The

(ethical and/or methodological) challenge is thus to strike a balance between

providing appropriate treatment and ‘avoiding the unnecessary administration of

antibiotics’ [42, p. 82] that increases resistance.

Finally, what does making sense of something mean? In his article, Dobzhansky

[28] primarily intended to contrast two types of explanations for the diversity of life

on earth, namely, the Darwinian theory of evolution with the theories of ‘special

creation’ [39]. He argued that only when looking at the diversity of life from

the lens of evolutionary biology can one make sense of the patterns seen in

biogeography and comparative anatomy. There is little doubt that evolution can

throw some light in various ways on medicine and maybe also on disease patterns.

But to say that ‘nothing in medicine makes sense except in the light of evolution’

makes little sense and perhaps no sense at all if we consider medicine to be

primarily a practical discipline, that is, ‘an art at the crossroad of many sciences’

[54, p. 35]. At any rate, functional (or proximate) medicine without evolution

remains incomplete in the sense that it leaves unanswered many questions about

disease but not in the sense that no aspect of disease can be understood without

invoking evolution [55].
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